1. Poster which represented Ireland in the International Statistical Literacy Program poster competition in the category - students born in 2001 and younger

Students Andrea Whyte and Amy Fallon, Athlone Community College, Maria Hurley, ADG CSO and teacher Meighan Duffy.
2. Teacher John White, students Eve Morrissey & Stephanie Wood, St Vincent's Dundalk, 2nd Place John Hooper and Maria Hurley, ADG CSO.
3. Teacher John White, students Damilola Alabi, Denise Walsh, Leah Finnegan, St Vincent’s Dundalk and Maria Hurley ADG CSO.
4. Students Tadhg Carew and Jack Quirke, teacher Marian Keating, Abbey School, Tipperary and Maria Hurley, ADG CSO.
5. Students Ronan McElligott, Dylan Savage, David Ryle, teacher Siobhán Stokes, Mercy Mounthawk, Tralee and Maria Hurley, ADG CSO.
6. Students Suzanne Bateman and Elyse Dennehy-Crowley, teacher Stephen McLaughlin, Bandon Grammar School and Maria Hurley, ADG CSO.
7. Students Amy O’Mahony, Shauna Flynn, teacher Andrew Fitzpatrick, Mercy Mounthawk Tralee and Maria Hurley, ADG CSO.
8. Students Aimee Byrne, Conagh Fitzgerald, Maggie Nolan, teacher Andrew Fitzpatrick, Mercy Mounthawk, Tralee and Maria Hurley, ADG CSO.
9. John Hooper Medal 3rd Place: Students Lynn Sweetnam, Eva Murphy, teacher Stephen McLaughlin, Bandon Grammar School and Maria Hurley, ADG CSO.
10. John Hooper Medal 2nd Place: Students Bronagh Cassidy, Aoife Lowth, Rachel Campbell, teacher John White, St Vincent’s Dundalk and Maria Hurley, ADG CSO.
16. Open Data Award winners Akhil Voorakkara, Steven Harris and Jack Lane, Dublin and Dr. Anne Brosnan, National Co-ordinator, Project Maths.
17. Maria Hurley, ADG CSO, Open Data Award winners Akhil Voorakkara, Steven Harris and Jack Lane, Dublin.
18. John Hooper Medal for Statistics, Alice Perry Medal (Apps4Gaps) and BT Young Scientist - Best Use of Open Data Awards Ceremony 2017 recipients with Assistant Director General, Maria Hurley at the National Concert Hall, Earlsfort Terrace, 19th October 2017.